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Stable Secondary Cohomology Opérations

by John R. Harper

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to investigate for each positive integer n the stable

secondary cohomology opérations which are defined on every mod2 cohomology
class of dimension n. Such opérations correspond to relations in the mod2 Steenrod

algebra A of the form 0 Iaibi with excess bt greater than n. The set of ail such

opérations is a left ^-module. Thus we dérive a basis for the module of opérations.
We shall call opérations in a basis basic opérations and their corresponding relations
basic relations.

Let B{n) dénote the left y4-ideal of the Steenrod algebra which annihilâtes ail
mod2 cohomology of dimension n or less. In [9] it is shown that the set of admissible
monomials of excess greater than « is a basis for B(n) as a Z2-module. In his paper [1],
J. F. Adams uses homological algebra to find relations in A. For our problem the

generators of Ext^ (B(n), Z2) for s=0, 1 as a Z2-module are in one to one corre-
spondence with a minimal set of ^4-generators and basic relations respectively for B{n).
Wall formalizes the connection between generator and relations, and homological
algebra [10].

Our main results are the following.

THEOREM A. Ext^'(B(n) Z2)^Z2 for pairs («, t) such that either
(a) t 2l andO^n<t, or
(b) t 2i(2i+1\t>2i, andn t-rforO<r<2i+1.

Otherwise the group is 0. The corresponding generator of B(n) can be chosen as Sq*.

THEOREM B. For f<3« + 4, Ext1/{B{n\ Z2)^Z2 for pairs (n, t) satisfying ail
of the following:

(a) Given t détermine ail non-negative integers i, j such that t=
m may be négative.

(b) n
(c) n£2
For any élément 6eA we define H{8)eA®A as follows. Let ij/:A-^A®A be the

coproduct. Since A is co-commutative, ^(0)=^®^ + ^®^ +^®^- Let H(Q)
=£0i'®0;'. If x is a cohomology class, we define H(0)x=Z01x\j0ïx.

THEOREM C. Let O=aSqn+1+ZaiSqi(i>n+l)be a relation in B(n). Thereexists
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a stable secondary opération $ such that on the fundumental class ineHn(Z2, n\ Z2) we

hâve (H(a) in)^$(in) and ifdimx<n, (O)c=$(zn).
The first two theorems are proved in Section 2. Theorem C is proved in Section 3.

There some relations are listed.
This work includes part of my University of Chicago dissertation directed by

Professor A. L. Liulevicius. I am grateful to him for suggesting this problem and

helping in its development, especially in Section 3. I am also indebted to Professor
J. P. May for many helpful comments.

Section 1. Algebraic Preliminaries

In this section we obtain some results on the structure ofB(n) and related A-moâ ules.

Let A* dénote the dual of A. We use the Cartan basis of admissible monomials for
A and the Milnor basis of monomials in £f for A* [9]. We employ the conventious of
writing Sq(J), £(/) and ^(i) 62O)•••£*(&)> where I=(iJ9...k) is a finite séquence of
non-negative integers, to dénote Sq*SqJ ...Sqk and Ç\Ç{ Çkp in A and A* respectively.
We first summarize those results of Milnor [8] which we require.

THEOREM 1.1 (a) As an algebra A* is a gradedpolynomial algebra over Z2 on

gêneralors Çt ofgrade 2l — 1 /> 1.

(b) The coproduct (p*;A*-*A*(g)A* is a homomorphism ofalgebras given byjj(c) The évaluation <Sqk, Ç\> 1 and<Sqfc, a>=Ofor a any other monomial in the Çr

(d) Let Sq(/) with I (h, i2,~; h) be an admissible monomial in A. Form the

séquence /' (/i', *2> •••>**) where i'k — ik <*nd ij ij — 2ij+1 for Ky<fc—1. Then grade

Sq(/) grade {(/') and <Sq(/), £(/')> 1. We call £(/') the monomial associated with

We consider B(n) as a graded .4-module with the grading and module action that

inherited as a submodule. We shall need dual information for £(«)*.

DEFINITION. Let £{I)for 1= (il9 i2,..., ik) be a monomial in A*. The multiplicity

ofi(I), written either as mÇ(I) or m(I), is defined to be Zij.

PROPOSITION 1.2 B(n)* is the quotient of A* by B(n)\ the annihilator of B{n),

spanned by ail monomials of multiplicity less thon or equal to n. B(nf is a sub A*-
comodule of A* and B(ri)* has the induced comodule structure.

Proof Since the coproduct <p* in A* has the property that if ç>*(a)=Ia'®a", then

m(a")<m(a), the only non-trivial statement is the description of j5(«)f. Let a be a

monomial in A* with m(a)>n. Let Sq(/) be the admissible monomial in A such that
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a is the associated monomial of Sq(/). Then <Sq(/), a> 1 and excess Sq(/) m(a).
Hence a is not in B{rtf. Now let the monomial a hâve m(a)^n. Let X be an w-fold

product of RP00. Let ueHn(X;Z2) be the élément such that p*(xt) u where

p^X-^RP™ is the i-th projection and xt générâtes H1 (RP™; Z2). Consider the formula
[9]

where 9eA, Ç(I)eA* and x(I) are linearly independent éléments of H*(X; Z2). We

can assume 6 is admissible. If OeB(ri) then 0(w) O. Hence by the linear independence
of the X(I\ <0, £(/)> 0 for ail / with m(/)<«. Thus B(n)* is as described.

We use the basis for B(ri)* consisting of ail classes [a] of monomials in the Milnor
generators for which m(a)^n+l. The next few lemmas concern primitives of the
co-action (p*:B(ri)*->A*®B(ri)*. Primitives are those éléments for which (p*[a]

l®[a]. In 1.3-1.6 /? always dénotes a homogeneous (in grade) sum of monomials
in A*, 0 ^.

LEMMA 1.3. Suppose m(af)>m for ail i and [jS] is primitive in B(ri)* for some

n<m. Then [/?] is primitive in B(k)* for ail k such that n^k<p,p maxf(m(<Xi)).

Proof The hypothesis says that in A*, (?*(/?)= l®/? + IaJ®aï with
from which the lemma is obvious.

LEMMA 1.4. Suppose m(oCi)=m for ail i and fi^Ç™. Then [j6] is not primitive in

B(m-\)*.

Proof Write each a£ <^(ni>l5 nU2,~"> nik) with k large enough to be independent
of / (some nt k may be zéro). Define a lexicographie type ordering af > ay provided there
is an integer /(depending on the pair) such that nUj>njfJ and nitP njtP for ailp>J.
The ordering is well defined because it is transitive. Since the cct are ail of the same
grade and multiplicity, no two of them can differ only in the £t and £2 factors. Thus
any / involved in the détermination of order is greater than 2. Now let / be the integer
which détermines a t > a2, a x being the first ordered élément. The coproduct (p * (^3 (n x fJ))
contains the summand ^j-i(2n1>j)®^1(n1>J). Since we are interested in those sum-
mands ai®a;'c<p*(af) for which aj'#l and m(<x'ï) m, the factor Çp(nUp)®\ cannot
be involved in forming <x'f®a'/. Since / is greater than 2, the appearance of Çj-t on
the left of ® in the coproduct of a monomial means that monomial must hâve a
factor Çp with p^J. Now (p*(<Xi) contains the summand

&-i(2wi,j)®£(hi,i + nltj9nlt29:.9nl9j-.l909nlfj+1,...9nuk). (1)

This term is not cancelled in 9*(ax). Since olx is ordered first, its exponents after the 0
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are ail respectively greater than or equal to the corresponding exponents of any other

af. There are two cases. Either nlfJ>nitJ or nlfP>nUp for some/?>/. In the latter case

such at cannot hâve (1) in their coproducts since they cannot produce the term on the

right of ®. For the former case the remarks about the appearence oî £>J^1 on the left
of ® indicate that af has a factor Çp(nhp) for p^J. But nliP nUp for p^J+1 means

only the term \®^p{nitP) can be used if <p*(at) can possible contain (1). Thus p — J.

But nltJ>nitJ. In passing to B(m — 1)* we note that (1) is a non-zero élément of
A*®B(m-\)*.

The argument is illustrated by {(27,3, 6, 3,1)>£(15,21,0, 3,1)>£(21, 6,12,0,1).

LEMMA 1.5. Let grade /? / and [/?] primitive in B(ri)*. TTzew 0«e of the a^ft
[/?] /5 Me 0w(y primitive in B(ri)* in this grade.

Proof. By 1.4 not ail cct hâve the same multiplicity. Let pf Im(CXi)>n+1oci. Then by
1.3 [/?'] (non-zero) is a primitive in i?(«+1)* and has fewer summands. Inductively
we obtain a monomial primitive which is [£i]. If there was another primitive [y] of
the same grade, then [jS + y] would be a primitive in 2?(«)* not having the summand

ft (over Z2).

LEMMA 1.6. Le/ m mini(m(aî)). Suppose for some af
«fc) w/VA w/we /ïj orfrf. T/ïen [jS] w not primitive in B{m — T)*.

Proof In^4* the coproduct<p*(af)contains the summand {j® {(/il5..., nj—l,..., nk)

which is not in the coproduct of any other a in A*.
Some other modules and algebras we shall employ are the following. Let C(n +1)

Let a*:A*-+A* be the squaring map <z*(a) a2. Let A*=lma*,
B(n)* A*IB(n)l Let iV be the dual of A*/A*9 P the dual of

A*I/A*=A*/AÎ. I(A*). If we let a:^-^^ be the dual of a*, then it is well known that

P^A is an inclusion of Hopf algebras, P is normal in A and ker a=A-I(P), [3].

It is easy to see that Ext*'*(Z2, Z2)=Z2[#o> #i>---] where qt are ail generators of

bidegree (1, 2i+l-l). We shall call this polynomial algebra W. Recall that an A-

module is cyclic if it is generated by a single élément. The next proposition summarizes

the information we shall need about the above structures.

PROPOSITION 1.7. (a) C(n)* isspannedby ail classes ofmonomials\oî\ for which

m((x)=n.
(b) C(n) is isomorphic as an A-module to a cyclic module AjR («) on a single gênerator

(n) ofgrade n. The gênerator corresponds to Sqw.

(c) N is a submodule of R(n) and R(n)/N^B(2n)e.
(d) Since £(2«)*=0 in grades t**2n+l9 C(n)*=A*'(n) as A* comodules in this
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range. This isomorphism is given by [a]-»a'(«) where (p*(<x) has the summand a'®£5*.

(e) t^3n +1, Ext^f (C(n), Z2) is afree Wmodule over Z2 on a single gênerator (ri)

of bidegree (0, n).

Proof. (a) is obvious. To show (b) let f:A-+C(ri) be the A-map defined by

/(l) Sqn. Since/* is adjoint to multiplication by Sq", an application of 1.1 (c) shows

that if a ==£(«!, n2,..., nk)withZni nthenf*([a]) (2n2, 2«3,..., 2nk). It is immédiate

that/* is monic. We let i?(«) ker/. We obtain (c) via dualizing. i?(«)* coker

f* A*/B(2n)l as ^*-comodules. Since B(2n)* A*/B(2n)* we hâve R(n)*/B(2n)*^
£ A*/A*. This also gives (d). We obtain (e) for t < 2n +1 + n 3n +1 from the séquence
of isomorphisms,

Ext5'(C(n),Za) ^Ext7M-"(iV,Z2)
Z2) Exty"n(yl/^-/(P), Z2)

The penultimate isomorphism is an application of Cor 1.5 of [3].
We shall use the following maps.

DEFINITION. The map so:B(n)*-+B(n+l)* is given as a map of Z2-modules by
so W [£ia]. The map st is defined as s%\ In particular st [a] [^ (2f) a]. The codo-

main of st is B(n + 21)*.

The next lemma is an easy exercise with the co-action and its proof is omitted.
It accounts for the periodicity in Theorems A and B.

LEMMA 1.8. The map so:B(ri)?-+B(ri)ï+l is an isomorphism of Z2-modules in a

range of grades t^3n + 4. The map si;B(ri)*-+B{n + 2i)*+2i is an A*-comodule
isomorphism in a range ofgrades /<min(n + 2f, 3« + 4).

Section 2. Compilations

The main idea of this section is to investigate the spectral séquence obtained from
the exact couple </), E} where D, E are triply graded Z2-modules;

p>09 p + q

With maps induced from
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We observe that if xeEPt qtt9 then x is a non-bounding r-1 cycle if and only if x pulls
back via r— 1 itérâtes of i* to a non-zero class in ExtA+q>t (B(p — r), Z2).

The computations are facilitated by employing 1.7 to introduce products in the

exact (compare [7]) in a certain range of t. We show that the various differentials are
dérivations. We shall obtain a product P,

P:Exty(C(p), Z2)® Exty(C(q)9 Z2)->
ExtsA+u>t+v(C(p + q),Z2) for t+ v^3(p + q) + l.

We employ the method of Mac Lane [6 p. 220]. First let A" and 7be A free resolutions

of C(p) and C(q) respectively. Using the Hom-® interchange we hâve an external

cohomology product p which commutes with Connecting homomorphisms and in
this case is an isomorphism

Hs(HomA(X9 Z2))® Hu(HomA(Y, Z2))-> Hs+u(HomA(X, Z2)® Horn^Y, Z2))

Let \I/:A->A®A be the coproduct in ^4. i/r induces a change of rings

^#. Hs+u(HomA0A(X ® Y, Z2)) -> i?s+tt(Hom^(X ® Y, Z2)).

Using 1.7 we obtain an A'm&pA:C(p + q)^>C(p)®C(q) for grades
from A*:AÏ(p)®A*(q)-*A*(p + q) by multiplication in A*, A*(a
Let ^1* also dénote the induced map in Ext,

A*:Extru(C(p) ® C(q), Z2) - Exti+"(C(p + «), Z2).

Then the product P is defined to be P=A*\l/*p. P commutes with Connecting
homomorphisms because ail the factors do.

We next compute P in terms of the information of 1.7(e). Since/? is an isomorphism,
we identify ExtsA(C(p), Z2)®ExtuA(C(q), Z2) with ExtAs^{C(p)®C(q\ Z2). We ana-

lyze the change of rings directly using the method of [6 p. 91]. We first compute
ExtA{C(p)®C{q), Z2). By 1.7 we hâve N=kora in the range we are considering.
Since kera=^4 */(C) we hâve Ae a Hopf algebra obtained from A as a quotent ofA by
a Hopf idéal [9]. Let D(A®A) and L(A®A) dénote A®A considered as an ^4-module
via \// and left action alone respectively. Then there exists a map h:D(A®A)-+L{A®A)
which is an isomorphism of ^-modules, h is the composite (l®<p)o(^®l), [5]. The

remarks about the construction of Ae show that h projects to an isomorphism of
D(Ae®Ae) with L(Ae®Ae). We thus obtain

(C(p) ® C(<?), Z2) Ext^ (C(p + q), Z2) ® ExtA (L(A ® ^1,), Z2). (2)

From our computations of Ext we can obtain a resolution X of C(p)®C(q) as an

A®A module. Pulling back along ij/ makes $X&n A free resolution of
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Let X' be a resolution for D(C(p)®C(q)) as an ,4-module obtained from (2). The

following commutative diagram

1 1'
D(C(p)®C(q))l+-X'

where/is a lifting of the identity, shows that a class in W(p)®W(q) maps to the
obvious product class in W(p + q)®l under the change of rings.

Finally lifting A to a map of resolutions we obtain P as

P:W(p)®W(q)->W(p + q); a (p) ® p (q) -* a/? (p + g).

We next study how the differentials in the spectral séquence behave in the algebra
under P.

PROPOSITION 2.1. The differential dr coïncides with the Connecting homomor-

phism associated with the short exact séquence

- r)/B(p)-+B(p - r -
when dr is defined.

Proof. For r=\ consider,

0 -? B(p - 1) -? B(p - 2) -» C(p - 1) -? 0

4 4 II

0^C(p)^B(p- 2)/B(p) -+ C(p - 1) -» 0.

The rows are exact and the squares commute, thus we obtain

I II

Exti(B(p-l))iExti+1(C(p-l)).
Thus £' <5/ * d1. The proof is completed inductively by giving the same argument on

0->B(p-r) -» B(p-r-l) -+C(p-r)->0
i i il

Using 2.1 we obtain that each */r is a dérivation in the range where P is defined because
P commutes with Connecting homomorphism and maps i*9j*.
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We now carry out the calculations of Theorems A and B. We obtain Theorem A
by a direct approach. This information gives us dr(n) which, when used with the

algebra structure, gives us Theorem B.

We first interpret 1.5 in the setting of the exact couple. Let £\ represent (/?) in
Ext^' p(B(p — 1), Z2). The proposition says that if [j5] represents a non-zero élément in
Ext% p(B(p-r), Z2) then (p) pulls back via r-1 itérâtes of (i*)""1 to [/?]. We also

remark that 1.5 along with 1.1 (c) implies we can choose Sqp as the représentative

generator in B(p—r).

PROPOSITION 2.2. (3 • 2*) pulls back exactly to Ex# 3 2' (B(2* +1), Z2).

Proof We show that there are éléments (not monomials in gênerai) pteA* of
grade 3-2'(i>0) such that [/>,] is primitive in 5(2*4-1)* (and hence in B(n)* for
2* +1 <«<3-2I) but not primitive in i?(21')*. Prop 1.5 then gives the resuit. We obtain

thtpi inductively, Po il and A (^î + ^i^2- By inspection thèse éléments satisfy the

proposition. The inductive hypothesis for z>2 is that (a) pi_1 is constructed, (b)
[_Pi-i] is primitive in B(2i"1 + l)* but not primitive in B(2i~1)*9 (c) one of the

summands of/?^ is ^ (2i"14-1) Çt. Now by squaring, [/>?_ x] is primitive in B(2i-\- 3)*.
Consider the exact séquence,

+ 1% Z2) ** Ext1;*(C(n + 1),Z2).

By 1.7 the third term is non-zero for t^3n + 4 only for t=n + 2j. Let « 2I + 2. Since

the grading requirements are met and 3'2'#2' + 2 + 2J', we hâve [/?f_i] in the image
of i*. Now let /i=2'+l. Again 3.2l>2*+l+2-/ so O?-i] is in the image of i*oi*.
Let /?f be a représentative in ^4 * such that i * o i * [/?J) [;??_ x ]. By 1.5 p{ must contain

Z?^! as a summand, and a fortiori £f(2*4-2) ^(2) 5 as a summand. The coproduct
in £(2*+1)* of S contains the summand &(2)® [^ (2f + 2)]. This must be cancelled

by some other summand ofpt in order for \_pt~] to be primitive in j9(2*+ 1)*. The only
other monomial in A* which can do this is ^(2^+1) £,+1. Thus the induction
is completed by invoking 1.6 to obtain the whole statement (b). This complètes
the proof.

2.3. Proof of Theorem A. We show
(a) rfr(2I)=0allrand/
(b) dr(n) qi(n-r)forr=2i+1-ln=z2i(2i+1),n>2i.
(a) is immédiate since ii(2i) is a primitive in I(A*) B(0)*. The previous resuit

establishes that dr(ri)^0 for the lowest value of « in each residue class. But the maps

Sj of 1.8 are comodule isomorphisms in the grades involved necessary to assert

rfr(«)#0 for ail n in the residue class. The values given in (b) are the only ones possible
in view of 1.7 (e).
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2.4. Proof ofTheorem B. In the gradings we are considenng, E1 of the exact

couple consists of ail q^ri) such that « + 2J + 1 —1<3«+1 or 2-/<«+l. Those which

are eventually boundanes are by 2.3 ail q3{n — r) with r=2J(2J + 1), n>2J and r=
2J + 1 —1. Thèse can be rewntten usmg P as #,(2J+1) (A:) with fc 0(2J + 1). If we

wnte g,(tt) q2(2J +1) (m) with « 2J + l+m,m^0(2J + 1),rn^0we obtain the non-
boundanes except those classes which would formally correspond to m — 2, — 1.

But thèse exceptional cases are such that any class to which they pull back lies outside
the gradings of Theorem B. They sit in the line t 3n + 4 in table I. Hence in the

proof of Theorem B the représentation îs adéquate. In the gradings where we hâve the

product, Theorem A implies the following,

or
0 if r<2I+1-l.

For values of m small with respect to 2J (near t=3n + 4 m Table I) the computation
îs invalid because either the differentials land outside the range where we hâve P or
are not defined in the exact couple. However we can use the isomorphisms of 1.8 to
obtain the results for thèse values of m. The statement of Theorem B îs just a restate-

ment in terms of (n, t) of the above.

For convemence, Table I îs a graph of Theorem B. It also mcludes some further
information obtained in [2] for t>3n + 4.

A dot or x in position (n, t of Table I represents an additive generator of
Ext1»*(!?(«), Z2). For t^3n + 4 the information îs complète. The classes denoted by x
represent generators determmed by the rest of Et of the exact couple. They corne
from B(2n)e as mdicated by Prop. 1.7. However, in this range many differentials are

unknown. First, are there classes in the région t > 3n + 4 which are pull backs of classes

m the région t^3n + 41 The answer îs "no" for /^ 16 by direct computation. Second,
what îs the action of differentials where a "?" îs placed? In low grades direct computation

gives the resuit mdicated.

Section 3. Evaluation of the Opérations

We use the method of umversal examples as developed in [4] to evaluate the opérations.

We can assume that a typical relation in B(n) îs 0=a1Sqn+l+ZalSqt with
i>n+l. For each positive mteger m let (Em, Bm9 Fm,pm) be the fibre space over
Bm K(Z29m) with fiber Fm a cartesian product K(Z2, m + n) xXlK(Z2, m + i— 1)

i>n+1, and /^-invariants Sqw+1 and Sq1 from the relation. We let im and f]m+n9 tjt
dénote the fundumental classes of the base and factors m the fibre respectively. Let
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Km~Ptt(lm)' Since Fm is {m + n— l)-connected, the Serre séquence (coefficients Z2)

W(Bm) Z Hj(Em) $ W{Fm) 4. HJ+i(Bm)

is exact forj<2m + n— 1. Let m be large, then

m 4- Za^) ^Sq"*1!,. + Zafiq'i* 0.

By exactness, there exists a class emeHj(Em),j=m + k— 1, where A: is the grade of the

(homogeneous) relation, such that /* (em) #!*/„+m + Itf£rçf. If we perform the construction

of the fibre spaces in such a way that Em QEm+u we can assume em is primitive
in the Hopf algebra H* (Em). For small values of m, we can obtain a class em with the

same properties by applying Q. There is an indeterminacy in the choice of em. In [1]

it is shown that this indeterminacy is the subgroup ZaiHbi(Em) (i^n+1) where deg

ai + bi^k—1. We shall dénote the indeterminacy by Q(r, m), r denoting the relation
involved. We let <Pm dénote the secondary opération defined on Km with # (kw) equal
to the coset of em modulo Q(r, m), The collection {#m} is the stable secondary opération

associated with r.
In [1], Adams formalizes the procédure for directly Connecting a relation with a

universal example. The following proposition is an easy conséquence of Theorem
3.7.2 [1], and its proof is omitted. We need it because there may be some choice in a

relation representing a class in Ext^' * (B(ri), Z2).

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (C, e d) and (C, é, d') be two resolutions of B(n). Letf
be a chain équivalence of C with C. Let r and r' be relations representing the same
class in Ext, i.e.f(r) r'. Then the secondary opérations satisfy

<Pm mod Q (r, m) &'m mod Q (r', m) + c

where c is a primary opération.

3.2. Proof of Theorem C. Ail coefficients are Z2. We use the universal examples
(Em, Bmy Fm9 Km, em) with m n,n+l. The spaces are displayed in the commutative
diagram below,

11
"

r

PBn+l -+Bn+X,

in which the rows and columns are fibrations, ail spaces are //-spaces, ail maps
//-maps, the Serre cohomology spectral séquences are séquences of Hopf algebras, ail
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differentials are Hopf algebra maps and the vertical maps induce maps of spectral
séquences which are maps of differential Hopf algebras.

For m «, ail ^-invariants are 0 and En is homotopically équivalent to BnxFn,
however as an //-space it does not split this way. To find the //-space structure of En

it is enough to détermine the coproducts of the fundumental classes in the factors of
Fn, rj2n and rçf. For />»+1 it is easy to see that r\{ is in the image of the suspension

a associated with the fibration g. This is because the fc-invariants for i>n+1 are still
zéro in the fibration pn+x. Thus thèse rjt are primitive. In the spectral séquence of g,
we hâve dH(icm) Kn+1. Thus dn(icn®Kn+1) K2+1. But kÎ+1 =p*(iî+1) and i2+1

Sqn+1iw+1 is the lowest dimensional ^-invariant forpn+1. Therefore K2n+i=0. Since

PEn+1 is acyclic we hâve Kn®Kn+1 in the image of dn. But the éléments rj2n and k\
generate H2n(£„). Since dn(k2) 0the onlyremaining possibility is dn(rj2n) Kn®Kn+1.
Both Kn and Kn+1 are primitive so Kn®Kn+l is not primitive. Since dn is an //-map,
rj2n is not primitive. By dimensionality the coproduct of rj2n is

Since i*(en) r\2n + 2'a^i and en is primitive, en must hâve the summand H(ai) Kn.

Projecting into Bn gives the resuit.
We conclude by listing some low dimensional (t^n + &) relations representing

classes of Theorem B. They were obtain from minimal resolutions. We use i=(i*)~i
to represent pull backs.

Table II

Class in Ext

*0(«+l)
qi(n +1)
qi(n-h 1)

qi(n + l)
iqi(n+l)
i2qi(n + l)
q2(n -|-1)
q2(n +1)
#2(«+l)
^2(« + l)
q2(n + l)
q2(n + î)
q2(n + l)
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